openQA Tests - action #40322
[kernel] test fails in nvmftests
28/08/2018 01:27 pm - mlin7442

Status: Resolved
Priority: Normal
Assignee: MMoese
Category: Bugs in existing tests
Target version: 
Difficulty: 

Description

Observation

openQA test in scenario opensuse-15.1-DVD-x86_64-nvmftests-leap15@64bit fails in nvmftests

Test died: command 'nose2 --verbose' failed at /var/lib/openqa/cache/openqa1-opensuse/tests/opensuse/tests/kernel/nvmftests.pm line 37.

Reproducible

Fails since (at least) Build 286.2

Expected result

Last good: 282.3 (or more recent)

Further details

Always latest result in this scenario: latest

History

#1 - 11/09/2018 05:42 am - okurz
- Subject changed from test fails in nvmftests to [kernel] test fails in nvmftests
- Assignee set to MMoese

@mmoese, as a test module maintainer, please check. Also I recommend to come up with a testsuite which does not have "leap15" in the name, e.g. by setting necessary test settings in the test itself depending on the OS version.

#2 - 19/09/2018 12:50 pm - MMoese

This should be replaced by blktests testsuite (see poo#31057). nvmftests is upstream no longer maintained, and test coverage was added to nvmftests.
I think we should disable this until blktests was added to openQA?

#3 - 28/09/2018 08:30 am - MMoese
- Status changed from New to In Progress

#4 - 28/09/2018 08:30 am - MMoese
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved

19/03/2020
I've deleted nvmftest on openQA.
See https://progress.opensuse.org/issues/31057 for the status of blktests.